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I. INTRODUCTION: INTEREST OF 1D SYSTEMS
The study of one dimensional systems is almost as old as statistical mechanics. In the
early days it might have been considered to be just a “warm up” exercise necessary before
going to the study of the real 3-dimensional world. However, in the last decades, the study
of strongly correlated electron systems has been very active to understand general properties
of condensed matter, such as metal-insulator transition and high temperature superconduc-
tor, and 1D systems are expected to throw some light on the mechanisms underlying such
phenomena. More recently, the discovery of high temperature superconductivity, and the
suggestion by Anderson that the 2D Hubbard model could be appropriate to describe these
new materials, have stimulated considerable interest in the study of electron systems in low
dimensions. This is due to the possibility that the normal state of these 2D superconducting
materials may share some properties of the 1D interacting electron systems, the non-Fermi-
liquid behaviors. Finally, we wish to mention that today one can realize 1D conductors and
1D magnets experimentally.
II. 1D LATTICE MODELS: A SHORT REVIEW
The systems usually considered consist of identical electrons with internal degree of
freedom ( or “spins” ) on a finite lattice Λ = {x}, with sites x in R. The internal degrees of
freedom is denoted by σ, with σ = 1, 2, · · · , ν. The electrons interact with each other and can
also interact with “classical particles” ( or f-electrons in the study of rare earth materials,
and mixed valence systems ), as well as with “impurity spins” ( e.g. Kondo models ), located
on the vertices of the lattice.
The electrons are described by creation and annihilation operators a†xσ, axσ, which satisfy
the usual anti-commutation relations {a†xσ, ayσ′} = δxyδσσ′ , · · ·; the classical particles are
described by a random variables ωx, taking for example the values 1 and 0 to describe the
presence or absence of a particle at the site x, and the impurity spin at x is denoted by ~Sfx .
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The Hamiltonian of physical interest are typically of the form H = T +W , where the
kinetic part T is given by
T = −∑
x,y
∑
σ,σ′
tσσ
′
xy a
†
xσayσ′ +
∑
x,y
∑
σ,σ′
t˜σσ
′
xy a
†
xσayσ′ [nx,−σ + ny,−σ′ − γnx,−σny,−σ′ ], (1)
where tσσxy is the usual hopping matrix, t
σσ′
xy , σ 6= σ′, takes into account spin orbit coupling,
t˜σσ
′
xy , takes into account bond-charge repulsion (written here for ν = 2 with σ = ±1). The
potential part W is given by
W =
∑
x,y
∑
σ,σ′
Uσσ
′
xy nxσnyσ′ +
∑
x,y
Jx,y ~Sx · ~Sy + U˜
∑
x
ωxnx + J˜
∑
x
~Sfx · ~Sx, (2)
where U, J, U˜ , J˜ are coupling constants ( or interaction potentials ), nxσ = a
†
xσaxσ, and
nx =
∑
σ nxσ.
In this context, the simplest model is the Falicov-Kimball model which describes spinless
electrons (ν = 1), hopping between nearest neighbours and interacting only with the classical
particles, [1] i. e.:
HF.K. = −t
∑
<x,y>
a†xay + U˜
∑
x
ωxnx. (3)
Other typical short range models are
· The Hubbard model (ν = 2, σ =↑ or ↓) [4],
HH = −
∑
<x,y>
∑
σ
tσσa†xσayσ + U˜
∑
x
nx↑nx↓. (4)
In the ordinary Hubbard model t↑↑ = t↓↓ = t. On the other hand, taking t↑↑ = t and t↓↓ = 0,
one recovers the F.K. model with σ =↓, corresponding to the classical particles.
· The Hubbard model with spin flip for which tσσ′xy = t for nearest neighbours, zero otherwise,
and t˜σσ
′
xy = 0. Introducing the operators [3]
A†x =
1√
2
(a†x↑ + a
†
x↓)
B†x =
1√
2
(a†x↑ − a†x↓), (5)
one recovers again the F. K. model, with B describing the classical particles.
· The generalized Hubbard model, where
3
H = HH + V
∑
<x,y>
nxny + U˜
∑
x
ωxnx. (6)
· The Montorsi-Rasetti model, where ν = 2 and tσσ′<x,y> = t˜σσ′<x,y> = t for nearest neighbors.
Introducing the operatorsA†x andB
†
x as above, one obtain the Hirsch model with B immobile.
One the other hand, several long range models have been studied, e.g.,
· H = −∑x 6=y
∑
σ txya
†
xσayσ+U
∑
x nxnx, with txy = it(−1)(x−y)/dxy, and dxy = Lpi sin[pi(x−y)L ].
· “Kondo Lattice models”, H = ∑x 6=y
∑
σ txya
†
xσayσ + J
∑
x
~Sfx · ~Sx, with txy = t. [16]
In 1969, Lieb and Wu obtained the exact solution for the 1D Hubbard model using Bethe-
ansatz techniques [2]. Later, motivated by the work of Calogero, Sutherland and Moser on
the integrability of 1D electron in the continuum with r−2 interaction [15], Haldane and
Shastry introduced the spin chain with 1/r2 interaction [5,6]. In the following, we shall
concentrate on the t-J models with 1/r2 interaction and discuss various properties of these
systems.
III. T-J MODELS
The t-J models discuss lattice systems of electrons with hard core, i.e., the wavefunctions
for Ne electrons Ψ(x1σ1, · · · , xNeσNe ), xi ∈ Λ, σi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ν} must satisfy the constrain
Ψ = 0 if xi = xj for some pair (i, j). The Hamiltonian is
HtJ = PG{−
∑
x,y
ν∑
σ=1
txya
†
xσayσ +
∑
x,y
Jxy[Pxy − (1− nx)(1− ny)]}PG, (7)
where PG is the Gutzwiller projector onto those states satisfying the constraint that there
is at most one electron at each site, and Pxy is the operator which permutes the spins of the
electrons at sites x and y, and which is zero if the two sites are not both occupied.
Following the usual approach we replace the original model by a new one with two types
of particles F and B satisfying the constraint that there is exactly one particle at each
site. The F particles are fermions with spins, described by the operators f †xσ, fxσ, x ∈
Λ, σ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ν}, the B particles are spinless bosons described by b†x, bx. The constraint,
expressed by b†xbx +
∑
σ f
†
xσfxσ = 1, implies that the wavefunction for Ne fermions and Q
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bosons φ(x1σ1, · · · , xNe; y1, · · · , yQ) is zero, if {xj}
⋃{yl} 6= Λ. In particular, Ne + Q = N ,
the number of the lattice sites.
The two models are then isomorphic with the obvious mapping
Ψ(x1σ1, · · · , xNeσNe) = φ(x1σ1, · · · , xNeσNe , y1, · · · , yQ)
a†xσ → Xσ0x = f †xσbx
axσ → X0σx = b†xfxσ. (8)
Furthermore, introducing the operators
Xσσ
′
x = f
†
xσfxσ′
X00x = b
†
xbx, (9)
the Hamiltonian HtJ is mapped on
H = P1{−
∑
x,y
∑
σ
1
2
(txyX
σ0
x X
0σ
y − t¯xyX0σx Xσ0y ) +
+
∑
xy
Jxy(
∑
σ,σ′
Xσσ
′
x X
σ′σ
y −X00x X00y )}P1, (10)
where P1 is the projector onto those states satisfying those constrains. The t-J model is
supersymmetric if
txy = t¯xy, Jxy =
1
2
txy, (11)
and in this case,
H = P1{−
∑
x,y
∑
a,b
JxyX
ab
x X
ba
y θb}P1, (12)
where a, b ∈ {0, 1, · · · , ν} and θ0 = +1, θσ = −1. The operators Xabx generate a superalge-
bra. This superalgebra induces superrotations which mix the F and B particles, but leaves
invariant
∑
aX
aa
x = 1. Finally, the supersymmetric t-J model is invariant under these super-
rotations. The usual SU(2), supersymmetric, short range t-J model on a uniform lattice,
i.e.
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ν = 2,


txy = t, Jxy = J = t/2, if |x− y| = 1,
txy = Jxy = 0, otherwise
(13)
is integrable, and was solved first by Sutherland in 70’s. Following the works of Haldane
and Shastry on the spin chain with 1/r2 interaction, Kuramoto and Yokoyama introduced
a SU(2), long range t-J model with [7]


Jxy =
1
2
txy = 1/d
2
xy
dxy =
L
pi
sin(pi(x−y)
L
).
(14)
They obtained the ground state wavefunction away from the half-filling. Later the asymp-
totic energy spectrum was derived on the assumption of asymptotic scattering matrix fac-
torization [8], and the system was identified as a free Luttinger liquid. Generalized Jastrow
wavefunctions for excitations of the system were explicitly constructed with the represen-
tations of down spins and holes by Wang, Liu and Coleman, and they constructed the full
energy spectrum and thermodynamics of the system in terms of more generalized Jastrow
wavefunctions [9], which will be discussed in the next section.
IV. SUPERSYMMETRIC T-J MODEL WITH 1/R2 HOPPING
AND EXCHANGE ON THE UNIFORM LATTICE
With the mapping discussed in Section 3, the eigenvalue equation HtJ |Ψ >= E|Ψ > for
the electron model is mapped onto the equation H|φ >= E|φ > for the F-B model with H
given by Eq.( 12 ) and |φ > can be written as
|φ > = ∑
{x},{y}
∑
σ1,···,σNe
φ(x1σ1, · · · , xNeσNe ; y1, · · · , yQ) ·
·f †x1σ1 · · · f †xNeσNe b†y1 · · · b†yQ |0 >, (15)
where Ne is the number of fermions and Q is the number of bosons on the lattice, {x}⋃{y} =
Λ. Let us introduce the notation,
φ(x1σ1, · · · , xNeσNe ; y1, · · · , yQ) = φ({q}; {σ})
(q1, · · · , qN) = (x1, · · · , xNe , y1, · · · , yQ), Ne +Q = N. (16)
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The eigenvalue equation for Ne fermions and Q bosons of the F-B model takes the form
− 1
2
[
∑
i 6=j
d−2(qi − qj)Mij ]φ({q}; {σ}) = Eφ({q}; {σ}), (17)
where Mij is the operator which exchange the positions of particles i and j:
(Mijφ)({q}; {σ}) = φ({q′}; {σ})
(q′1, · · · , q′i, · · · , q′j, · · · , q′N) = (q1, · · · , qj , · · · , qi, · · · , qN). (18)
At this point, we can use the exchange operator formalism first introduced by Polychron-
akos to exhibit a complete set of constants of motion. In fact, this method is used by Fowler
and Minahan to obtain the constants of the motion of the spin chain model of Haldane and
Shastry ( to which the t-J model reduces at half-filling ). Following the idea of Fowler and
Minahan [11], we define the operators


πj = π
†
j =
∑N
k=1(6=j)
zk
zj−zk
Mjk, j = 1, · · · , N
zj = exp(i
2pi
N
qj),
(19)
and In =
∑N
j=1 π
n
j , n = 0, 1, 2, ·,∞. Using the facts that all sites are occupied by exactly
one particle and that the lattice is invariant under translation, it was shown [11] that
[In, Im] = 0,
[H, In] = 0, n,m = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (20)
Using the properties of the wave function under permutation it is straightforward to write
out all the constants of the motion in terms of creation and annihilation operators [12].
With the integrability of the model established, the eigenfunctions can be explicitly
constructed. In the SU(2) case, one starts from the fully polarized up-spin state |P >.
Let M denote the number of the down spins and Q the number of the holes, then the
wavefunction can be written as [9]
|φ >=∑
x,y
φ(x, y)
∏
α
S−xα
∏
i
h+yi|P >, (21)
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where φ(x, y) is symmetric in x = (x1, · · · , xM), the positions of the down-spins, and an-
tisymmetric in y = (y1, · · · , yQ), the positions of the holes; S−x = a†x↑ax↓, h†y = ay↑, Sz =
(N − Q)/2 −M . A large class of Jastrow product eigenstates of uniform motion and spin
polarization are given by [9]
φ(x, y, Js, Jh) = e
2pii
N
(Js
∑
α
xα+Jh
∑
i
yi)φ0(x, y)
φ0(x, y) =
∏
α<β
d2(xα − xβ)
∏
i<j
d(yi − yj)
∏
α,i
d(xα − yi), (22)
where the quantum numbers Js and Jh satisfy the following constrains |Js −N/2| ≤ N/2−
(M−1+Q/2), |Jh−N/2| ≤ N/2−(M+Q−1)/2 and |Jh−Js| ≤ (M+1)/2. Further, the full
energy spectrum and thermodynamics can also be studied by looking at more generalized
Jastrow wavefunctions [9].
V. SUPERSYMMETRIC T-J MODEL WITH R−2 HOPPING
AND EXCHANGE ON A NON-UNIFORM LATTICE
In this section, we discuss the supersymmetric t-J model defined on a non-uniform lattice
[13,14]. The sites of the lattice are given by the roots of the Hermit polynomial HN(x). It
is well known that the Hermit polynomial HN(x) has N roots, all of which are real and
distinct. Therefore the lattice is well defined. In this case, Jxy = txy/2 = 1/(x − y)2. At
half-filling, this t-J model reduces to the spin chain introduced by Polychronakos [10]. With
the super-algebra presentation, and with the permutation symmetry of the wavefunction,
the t-J model Hamiltonian can take the following form
H = −1
2
∑
1≤i 6=j≤N
(qi − qj)−2Mij. (23)
One can show that [H, In] = 0, [In, Im] = 0, where In =
∑N
j=1(a
†
jaj)
n, a†j = i
∑N
k=1
1
qj−qk
Mjk+
iqj , aj = (a
†
j)
†, and n,m = 1, 2, · · · ,∞. These commutation relations yield integrability
of the system. Having established the integrability, we have found the ground state of the
model in the subspace of fixed number of holes, and fixed number of particles of each internal
spin degree Nσ, σ = 1, 2, · · · , ν [13].
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φ(x1σ1, · · · , xNeσNe ; y1, · · · , yQ) =
∏
i<j
(xi − xj)δσiσj eipi2 sgn(σi−σj). (24)
It has been proved that this wavefunction has eigenenergy given by [13]
E0 = −1
4
N(N − 1) + 1
2
ν∑
σ
N˜σ(N˜σ − 1). (25)
Furthermore, we have found that the full energy spectrum of the system in the subspace of
fixed number of particles of each internal spin degree can be written as [13]
E = E0 + s (26)
where s = 0, 1, 2, · · · , smax, with an upper bound smax due to the finite size of the Hilbert
space. However, we have been unable to develop a systematic rule to characterize the
degeneracy of the each energy level and to explain it with the underlying symmetries of the
system.
VI. CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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